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7 To date, Graham have enjoyed a particularly thrilling year. The resurgent 

popularity of rugby in the UK meant the brand’s involvement with the RBS 

6 Nations became something of an inspired decision. And with the TT Isle 

of Man motorcycle race in line for similar timekeeping expertise, it would 

appear sights are firmly set on the hardier side of the British character. 

David Stone

For those with a love of the sport, the 2009 RBS 6 

Nations was a frenzy of blind panic, hopeless misery 

and euphoric jubilation, all mixed up in equal measures. 

Ireland’s spectacular 17-15 victory over Wales secured 

the Celtic team with their first clean sweep in 61 years. 

While a second place for England went some way to 

silencing the critics’ carping and grumbling about an 

undisciplined squad, ailing under poor management. 

Main image: RBS 6 Nations,  
England Vs Ireland.

Pitch invaded by: Chronofighter 
Oversize Titanium Tackler, priced 
£6,200.  
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Joining the action this year, in the position 

of timekeeper, was that champion of British 

watchmaking – albeit under the aegis of Swiss 

craftsmanship – Graham. The keen sighted among 

the crowd might well have caught a glimpse of a 

recklessly large Chronofighter Oversize strapped to 

the wrists of the referees during the 15 matches. 

And for those in front of the TV, it was the watch 

brand’s name, popping up during the time-checks, 

which signalled the new alliance. 

The ruffian’s sport played by gentlemen finds 

a fitting comrade in the butch eccentricity of 

Graham watches. Clearly they are too imposing 

for the delicate, bejewelled wrists of a footballer; 

but rugby’s gruff, grisly nature taps into a 

quintessentially British ruggedness, a goal Graham 

have been campaigning for since the revival of 

hallowed horological name in 1995 – just think of 

the fighter plane references or the camouflaged 

SAS edition. 

The official watch for the championship is the 

Chronofighter Oversize Titanium Tackler, which 

follows the design of its Chronofighter 

predecessors; the familiar round case, large curved 

lugs and that fantastically ostentatious 

chronograph lever, jutting out from the side. The 

black dial, however, now includes a multicoloured 

Graham logo and a quirky, retro band of six vertical 

stripes, in the colours of England, Scotland, Ireland, 

Wales, France and Italy. The standard one-hour 

and 60-second chronograph registers have been 
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The keen sighted 
among the crowd 
might well have 
caught a glimpse 
of a recklessly 
large Chronofighter 
Oversize strapped  
to the wrist of  
the refereeNigel Own, Welsh Rugby Union referee, Eric Loth, Graham CEO. 

RBS Six Nations trophy.
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Further Information: www.graham-london.com

joined this time by a white 40-minute marker, 

which, of course, allows the referee to time each 

half of the match.

As the dust settles at Twickenham, it is 

towards a small, unassuming island in 

the middle of the Irish Sea, that Graham 

turns next. For two weeks of the year, the 

Isle of Man donates 37¾ miles of public 

roads to the Tourist Trophy; a motorcycle 

competition of legendary acclaim.

Mountain Course
The Isle of Man TT is an opportunity for road racers to 

vent their frustration at the speed limits imposed on 

UK roads. It began in 1907, shortly after the Highway 

Act of 1904 allowed the Gordon Bennett Car Trial to 

take place on the island, and has continued to draw 

in the crowds ever since – although the future of 

the race always seems to be hanging in the balance, 

thanks to the fabulous disregard for safety. Today’s 

superbike machines positively dwarf the Twin and 

Single classes of the early days, but the original 

Snaefell Mountain Course – complete with utterly 

unforgiving stonewalls and 200 treacherous bends – 

remains largely unchanged.

Graham steps up as the official timekeeper for 

the event, bringing with them the Chronofighter 

Oversize Titanium Special Edition TT Isle of Man. This 

further variation on the Chronofighter theme has a 

silver hour counter at 12 o’clock; a second minutes 

counter, in the shape of the TT’s three-legged red 

and yellow logo, at 3 o’clock; and a rather dubious 

30-mile per hour sign as the minute counter.

So between boozy afternoons on the terraces and 

lazy summer picnics by a Manx B-road, Graham 

appear to be well on the way to capturing that rare 

and unusual quality, Britishness.  8

joined this time by a white 40-minute marker, 

which, of course, allows the referee to time each 

The Isle of Man TT is an opportunity for road racers to 

vent their frustration at the speed limits imposed on 

UK roads. It began in 1907, shortly after the Highway 

Act of 1904 allowed the Gordon Bennett Car Trial to 

take place on the island, and has continued to draw 

in the crowds ever since – although the future of 

the race always seems to be hanging in the balance, 

thanks to the fabulous disregard for safety. Today’s 

superbike machines positively dwarf the Twin and 

Single classes of the early days, but the original 

Snaefell Mountain Course – complete with utterly 

unforgiving stonewalls and 200 treacherous bends – 

Above: Chronofighter 
Oversize Titanium TT, 
priced £6,650.

Below: Isle of Man 
Tourist Trophy
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